REAL TIME, REAL WORLD, REAL TRAINING!
TRAINING COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT

DATE: January 24-25, 2008
TIME: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
INSTRUCTORS: Awareness Protective Consultants, LLC Training Unit
LOCATION: Mercer County Dempster Fire Training Center, 350 Lawrence Station Road, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
COURSE: Critical Incident Management for Tactical Commanders: 2 Days
COST: $350.00

On January 24-25, 2008 Awareness Protective Consultants, LLC will be conducting in conjunction with the Mercer County Police Academy, one of the most informative tactical commanders course, Critical Incident Management for Tactical Commanders Course. This course will incorporate classroom lecture and classroom table-top exercises scenario methods with major critical decision training practical applications geared to stimulate and educate tactical commanders in charge of specialized units. It is designed for team leaders and senior law enforcement commanders who wish to experience and become more familiar with the major behind the scenes operations of their units as well as obtain major insight of tactical team building, command structure and philosophy along with a better understanding of team responses to critical incidents. Areas that will be covered are:

- The importance of incident command
- The importance of understanding the APCLLC Management Action Tactics System (M.A.T.S.)
- Tactical planning and responsibilities
- Understanding tactical operations centers and responsibilities
- Rapid intervention to “active shooter” or “active deadly threat” situations
- Rescue team operations
- SWAT and CERT WMD response methods and concepts
- The importance of proper, safe and “real time” training programs for your units
- Civil liability in tactical and training situations
- Building the proper and “standardized ready” team
- Tactical case law incidents and video study situations
- Discussions of less-lethal use and deployment issues

*NOTE*
CR: Training consisting of classroom training

For equipment list and additional information contact Awareness Protective Consultants, LLC at 866-634-3373 or e-mail at training@apc360zone.com. For registration forms, go to www.apc360zone.com under the “Course Calendar” Section.